ROSS PARADE OF WAVES

Thursday April 9th
5:00 p.m.

The ROSSOME staff is going to drive the neighborhoods of our ROSSOME kids to wave HELLO! WE miss you and want to see you even if it’s from a distance. Our parade of cars will start at the school and end at the school. A map of our route is attached.

DO

✓ Make posters or signs to hold while we drive by
✓ STAY in your yard or HOUSE or Car
✓ SMILE
✓ WAVE
✓ Stay 6 ft away from anybody that does not live within your house
✓ Make NOISE as we drive by

DO NOT

X Congregate or Gather with others (Remember social distancing and for your safety and the safety of others different households should remain 6 feet apart)

If we are unable to drive by your house you may park along Sherwood park or around Bethany Christian Church but please REMAIN in your car and follow ALL social distancing expectations.